Christmas Cactus

*Schlumbergera*
*Origin:* Brazil

☀️ **Light Preferences**

Thrives in bright indirect to medium indirect light. Not suited for direct sun. Extended periods of low light in the fall will encourage winter blooms.

💧 **Water Preferences**

Water every 1–2 weeks, allowing soil to dry out half way down between waterings. Expect to water more often in brighter light and less often in lower light. This plant can benefit from extra humidity when in bloom. Christmas Cacti can be sensitive to water with a high calcium content. Try using filtered water or leaving water out overnight before using.

😢 **Sad Plant Signs**

*Mushy leaves or black stems:* Plant is overwatered.

*Wrinkling leaves, dry potting mix:* Thirsty plant, underwatered.

*Blooms dropping:* Fluctuations in temperature, cold drafts, or roots drying out or becoming water-logged.

🔍 **Pet Parents**

Most calatheas are pet friendly!

Questions?
thesesill.com/contact